TITLE: PERMIT BY INSPECTION FOR UP TO FIVE DISPLAYED VEHICLES

SCOPE: Requirements for a permit by inspection for the display of liquid- or gas- fueled vehicles or equipment in assembly buildings. Circulation spaces of covered mall buildings may also be submitted under this guideline. Displayed farm, earth-moving and construction equipment may also be submitted under this guideline. Vehicles that are solely electric (battery) powered are exempt from permitting.

Materials handling equipment and fueled power equipment used for set-up and maintenance within assembly areas that are not occupied by the public or business invitees for assembly events are not regulated by this guideline Clark County Department of Building Fire Prevention Bureau (CCDBFP) requirements for permits issued by CCDBFP Inspectors

PURPOSE: To facilitate issuance of permits by inspection in venues that has up to five (5) displayed vehicles.

DEFINITIONS:

Assembly Occupancies: Occupancies defined as Group A by Section 202 of the Clark County Fire Code.

Covered Mall Building: As defined in Section 202 of the Clark County Fire Code. This guideline is only concerned with vehicles displayed in circulation spaces and assembly occupancies the covered mall building or malls.

Permit by Inspection: A permit that is issued after a completed application and fees are collected by the CCDBFP and an inspection is scheduled and successfully completed.

Vehicles: Devices used for human conveyance including, but not limited to: automobile, boats, trucks, sport utility vehicles, buses, recreational vehicles, quads, motorcycles, dirt bikes, scooters, mopeds and watercraft.
PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS:

Permit fees shall be assessed in accordance with the Permit Fee Schedule as adopted in the Clark County Fire Code.

The Applicant shall complete a permit application for a Temporary Assembly and indicate “permit by inspection” on the application. The permit application and the associated fees shall be submitted to Fire Prevention. Intake staff will input the information and print a permit.

The Applicant shall have a diagram of the location(s) of the displayed vehicle(s) in relation to the exits and exit access ways. The inspection must be rescheduled if there are no diagrams available.

SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS:

Permits issued for events under this method are issued after a field inspection by a CCDBFP Inspector. Diagrams are not required in advance of the inspection, but must be presented to the CCDBFP Inspector by a person in responsible charge for the event at the time of the inspection.

Per Section 314.4 of the Clark County Fire Code, the following conditions are to be met and stated on material submitted:

1. Batteries are disconnected or the engine starting system is made inoperable.
2. Fuel in fuel tanks does not exceed one-quarter tank or 5 gallons (19 L) (whichever is least).
3. Fuel tanks and fill openings are closed and sealed to prevent tampering.
4. Vehicles, aircraft, boats or motorcraft equipment are not fueled or defueled within the building.

Permits under this method will be issued for a single event only.

INSPECTIONS SCHEDULING:


Note: You will need your application and number.

Or call: (702) 455-7316

A fire inspector will review your site in accordance with the Clark County Fire Code and this guideline.

For comments email Ed Kaminski at: ekaminski@ClarkCountyNv.gov